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図２ １７か月ごとの搬送内容の推移（疾患別） 図４ １７か月ごとの搬送内容の推移
（病院間搬送VS救急隊要請）
図３ １７か月ごとの搬送内容の推移（重症度別）
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A Summary of Four-Year Application of the Helitack Helicopter to the Helicopter
Emergency Medical Service in Tokushima Prefecture
Yasushi FUKUTA１）, Takashi NAKAYAMA１）, Yudai YANO１）, Michihisa KATO２）, Ritsuko GO２）
１）Division of Emergency, Tokushima Red Cross Hospital
２）Division of Anesthesiology, Tokushima Red Cross Hospital
It has been over４ years since a prefectural helicopter was first used for firefighting and rescue services in
Tokushima Prefecture on August １, ２００８. The mission of the helicopter ambulance or the so-called doctor
helicopter（the “helitack helicopter”） is to send doctors to emergency sites so that they can provide on-site
care, including emergency care, to injured persons or patients, and to transport these persons to a medical
facility. The helitack helicopter, which is available only during the daytime everyday, can cover the entire pre-
fecture to transport patients and injured persons. Our hospital is responsible for arranging the doctor on board
the helicopter in response to requests. Since Tokushima Prefecture began using the services of the doctor
helicopter on October９,２０１２, doctors will no longer be on standby at our hospital on holidays and the weekday
helicopter ambulance service is expected to be mainly offered by the doctor helicopter. Our hospital has been
involved in a total of１４６ helicopter ambulance sessions involving the helitack doctor helicopter, and this service
tended to１４７ patients and injured persons over４ years and２ months until the holiday standby doctor system
was terminated. All of these patients and injured persons, except for １, were transported to our hospital.
Initially, the main reason for requesting transport by the helitack doctor helicopter was to transfer patients from
other hospitals ; however, there has been a gradual increase in the number of requests received directly from
emergency and rescue teams. The areas in which most patients needed helitack transport were the southern
part and mountainous areas of the prefecture. Among all the patients transported by the helitack doctor
helicopter,３７％ had traumatic injuries,３５％ had cerebrovascular diseases, and１８％ had cardiovascular diseases ;１５
cases resulted in death（１０％）. The application of the helitack helicopter as a doctor helicopter remains possible
in the future. This could include uses such as overlapping requests for the helicopter ambulance service and
for use in emergencies with a number of injured and sick persons. A new operation system for the helitack
helicopter now needs to be considered.
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